Students Hear Campaign for Nominees at Amagagement

Students, Faculty Confer in Meeting On General Exams

Moocey Wednesday at 9:30
by the Grey Stone Wall

President Tells
Of C.C.'s Standing For Admissions

Speaking on the subject of admissions to the college, President Blunt asked, "How good a job do we do?" His answer was, "Our selection." It is hard to answer. There is no sort of general measurement; a girl may be admitted who belongs here but for some reason doesn't do good work here—what is not common.

Dr. A. L. Kinsolving, Religious Leader, Speaks at Vesper Clubs

Dr. Arthur L. Kinsolving, rector of Trinity Church, Boston, will be the speaker at the seven o'clock Vesper service this Sunday evening. Through his frequent associations with young people's, and college groups, he has become known as one of the leaders of the nation's youth. For seven years while he held a pastorate at Grace Church, in New York City, he taught classes in instruction in evening college.

The high quality of his work was no small factor in leading to his call to the historic church made famous through the Rev. Dr. King. In the years that followed, Dr. Kinsolving succeeded Bishop Sherrill. For many years the college has called Dr. Kinsolving to speak to the students who have always found his message right in the middle of their thinking, that something of which to be proud; it is higher place than hope—just hope.

There are some other interesting points in connection with this correlation. The women rank very slightly higher than the men, and students in four year colleges are considerably higher than in junior colleges.

Care in Admissions

"How hard is the job of the admissions office?" asked Miss Student. "How can we be sure that applicants are right?" The answer was, "Our selection."

Fewer College Boards

The registrar computes the average grades of the freshman year and finds that generally the college board girls are lower than others. Connecticut has recently joined the Association of American Colleges and uses the system of college board grades. The system has been found to give better results in the college board grades.

It is to be found by students that a combination of the high school record and a psychological test is the best means of judging a girl's ability.

This is our way of choosing another college, of trying to find something around to it, lessening the number of examinations (Continued to Page 6, Column 2)

MOOCY

A $1,000 cash prize essay contest

"What the Soviet Union Means to Humanity" is announced by Soviet Russia Today, a monthly magazine. The contest ends September 15, 1937, and the essay must not be more than 500 words in length. The first prize is $250, the second prize, $100, and there are thirteen other prizes ranging from $25 to $25.

Among the judges will be Harry Elmer Barnes, American historian, and newspaper columnist; Erskine Caldwell, author of Tobacco Road; and Clifford Odets, author of As You Like It and Waiting for Lefty.

The rules of the contest are: 1. Subject: 'What the Soviet Union Means to You'; essays should be 500 words or less, written on bond paper unless otherwise stated. 2. Author's name, occupation, and address on first page. 3. (Continued to Page 5, Column 4)

For Admissions

The annual Open House of the Science Department was held on April 24, when the students and faculty set up booths and gave demonstrations. The departments participating were the zoology, chemistry, physics, and economics. The botany department also presented a flower show.

The annual Open House of the Science Department was held on April 24, when the students and faculty set up booths and gave demonstrations. The departments participating were the zoology, chemistry, physics, and economics. The botany department also presented a flower show.

The Chemistry department had many of the latest models, one of the most popular was the "History of Oregon" (Continued to Page 6, Col. 1)
Peace Patter

Don't put your copies of Anti-War Whoop and your strike buttons away in antiquated scrapbooks as souvenirs of an interesting incident, rather, place them where they will be constant reminders of your sincere endeavor to promote peace and your cooperation to the Connecticut chapter of the American Student Union. The fact that more than seventy-five students fasted at lunch on Thursday, the day of the Strike, is proof of their sincerity, for they gave up a fundamental need for the cause of Peace. That they are striking, is proof of their sincerity, for they gave up a fundamental need for the cause of Peace. That they struck, is proof of their sincerity, for they gave up a fundamental need for the cause of Peace. That they stood. 

Ladies and Gentlemen! You have on this night of April the 24th, 1937, a spectacle which is well worth seeing! It is a Peace dance, with music by George Kastelov and his College Hill Orchestra. The room is adorned with flags of all nations, and around the walls of the dance floor are posters of Germany which profess peace, goodwill, and a good time! 

The orchestra is now striking up a march and out of the crowd of sprout-color comes nine girls dressed in costume. My what a picture they make! Ah—what a picture!—Don't tell me it's men in costume? Oh, no, just nine in Nut-uniform. They are pulling a Miss in an old fashion dress from amidst the laughing spectators. The judges are finding it difficult to pick a winner. Ah, hera, her a cute number—little Holland female with wooden shoes and lace cap. Yes, I just knew the judges had a taste for beauty. She wins the bouquet of roses. And here is a little peasant girl whom the judges just can't keep their eyes off of. She certainly deserves honorable mention.

Now what do I see? Don't tell me our little Dutch girl is dancing in wooden shoes? Yes, the judges are making her perform. The crowd begins to mill about her and she in the center. Yes, the music is too inviting—I must try my skill at "swinging it".

Calendar for Week of April 26

Wednesday, April 25
A. S. U. Meeting
Mary Hackness, 7:00
Moonlight Sing

Thursday, April 26
Freshman Class Meeting
20th Street Hall, 7:00
Sophomore Class Meeting
20th Street Hall, 7:00

Friday, April 27
Senior Class Meeting
Spanish Club Meeting
20th Street Hall, 7:30
Blackstone, 9:30

Saturday, April 28
Science Club Meeting
20th Street Hall, 3:30

Competitive Plays
Gymnasium, 8:00
Library Hall, 9:30

Sunday, May 3
Vespers, Arthur Lee Knowles
Gymnasium, 7:00

Tuesday, May 4
Installation of Officers
Chapel, 9:30

Wednesday, May 5
Student Alumni Fund, Abe Tempest, Pianist
Gymnasium, 7:30
Reinhold Niebuhr Advocate's Child Simplicity for All

"Maturity is a good thing and a bad thing. It is the experience of life," pointed out Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr of the Union Theological Seminary at a New York gathering of Catholic Priests on Thursday. He showed the contrast of the sayings to the Catholic Priest: "The child is not saying "Oh, it's wrong!" He is saying "Oh, it's right!" The child is not beliking civilization to be the most important, the other advising the human child to express himself. The child is not capable of realizing this simplicity because he is going back beyond his small world of existence.

"The same honesty, sincerity, uni-

ity, profundity, and trust of a child "are to be sought on the other side of maturity. "Always by free choice has there to be an attempt to get back to simplicity," concluded Dr. Niebuhr.

B. B. Wessell Holds Honorary Position

Mrs. Bessie Bloom Wessell, pro- fessor of sociology at Connecticut College for Women, was chosen as a member of the Executive Board of the Eastern Sociological Societ.

This organization consists of several hundred persons, the majority of whom are men.

A science held meetings in Philadelphia on April 10 and 11 to discuss "Pressures Group Am. Am. mo. Smith, Bassy, Bray, Yale, Columbia, Connect., and many other Eastern

schools.

Peacework Fervor Has Returns

In Imaginary War by Telephone

by Barbara L. Fawcett '27

Right in keepin' with the times is Jake's latest suggestion for peace. Says Jake, "You never get hurt; so why can't we make everybody good citizens, and let them raise the conflagration by telephone? Then they wouldn't be nobody nobody." You see, your telephone is a very powerful force.

We imagine a bang-up good war would sound sompin' like this:

"Hello, Operator, give me Long Distance, and be quick about it."

"Long Distance, this is Commander-in-Chief Talk-a-lot of the U. S. forces. I'd like to speak with General Tung-a-ling of the Chinese forces right away."

"Hello, Tung-a-ling, just a little thing I wanted to tell you we're moving our lines up two yards, and you can't stand us."

"Agreed," said General Tung-a-ling. "I'll broadcast our full reply to you at 3 p.m. your time. Good-bye.""
Alice Johns Wins Acclaim at Recent Piano Recital Here

Selections from the nineteenth century Romantic composers formed the major part of the piano recital given by Miss Alice Johns of New Haven (Arts and Letters, April 22), in Knowlton Sal-

The audience was struck not only by the technical skill of this well-trained pianist, but by her ability to make them see the picture that each selection had offer. Miss Johns has performed this partly through description which she gives as she plays the pieces on the program, and the already colorless music was enhanced because of her expression.

It might be said that her playing excelled the mere technical and was on a higher, more intellectual plane. This thoughtful interpretation was felt by the audience because of the increased knowledge about these selec-

Dignified Seniors Frolic While Mere Undergrads Frown

Say, what do you suppose that all fuss can be about down on the hockey field? More people than I've seen around for just weeks. Could it be an exhibition of the student's character, the way they are sitting down... all so intent on something that's going on behind the field... and there comes someone running this way like a streak of lightning. What's the matter? It seems to be tearing back in the other direction now.

If anyone should ride up and ask me, I'd be pretty ashamed not to know what all the excitement's about.

Women's faults are many, but man have only two.

The Aquinas has the following to offer in answering questions on music which embarrasses you for the simple reason that you don't know the answer, and you want someone from your gray matter the correct answer, try these.

Miss Johns from Culver Military Aca-

New York, N. Y.—American col-

We Are Curious!

in fact, we're burning up with curiosity. We want to know what YOU think of News! Do you like it? We want your honest, frank opinion. Perhaps you may have a suggestion or two that would help us in "building" our campus "rag" to a higher level. Won't you drop us a few lines and help us to make News truly representative of Connecticut College?

"Of course," concluded the maes-
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The fourth floor of Mary Harkness rates again... this time with a novel birthday party given by hostesses Winnie Frank and Billie Foster. Among the recent social highlights were the following: Annie Lauren McNab (Laura Brannard) with Jack MacGregor (Bethy Anderson)—a dancing gentleman and his lady-love; George (A-Way-With-The-Women) and the Women Baches and his fiancée Miss Mar- schino (Maryjane Minta); and last but hardly least, the stag line, consisting of Misses Blute Ticklebottom (Betty Schlesinger) and Margaret Ben- ly (Marjorie Beaudette).

Judging from the popularity of this and other costume parties, we should be entering a nation-wide contest any day now.

A tea was recently enjoyed in one of the famous offices for the Misses Margaret Ross, Mary Reynolds, Betty Schlesinger, and Margaret Grisner. Mr. Cobleigh poured, while assisting Mr. Chakerian passed the dairy.

Don’t worry too much about the weather girls. April showers bring May rain.

And lest we forget—wouldn’t it be simply ‘swell’ if everybody could be “Caught On Campus” Thursday, casting their ballots in the form of a book of Robert Frost’s poems. We hope you aren’t too disappointed, what with thinking it might be bombs. All complaints for starting such a rumour should be referred to Liz Fielding who “faked” the note about its coming from Washington headquarters while on duty in the U. S. Gov’t. Post Office.

Bristling with indignation the following letter was received from Betty Neher and Margaret Bennett who were wearing newly-finished knit suits that really were quite stunning.

Dear People of you stay-in-ers on-Friday-nights would be interested to know how to make the evening more exciting. Windham started a new fad when it loudly called Pokey not to wear crutches. Probably some of you stay-in-ers might be interested in this and other costume parties, we are having a fashion show from Tuesday to Thursday.

For the benefit of Winnie Frank’s Public who have been literally dying to know what the package from President Roosevelt contained, we have asked you to assure that it was not really much to become alarm- ed about. You see, it turned out to be a friend’s quiet birthday present in the form of a book of Robert Frost’s poems. We hope you aren’t too disappointed, what with thinking it might be bombs. All complaints for starting such a rumour should be referred to Liz Fielding who “faked” the note about its coming from Washington headquarters while on duty in the U. S. Gov’t. Post Office.

Emma Moore is having almost herself last Friday night when she received a telegram... only to discover someone had forgotten to sign out and wanted her to do the favor. "Well, it wasn’t exactly a social telegram," she sighed, "but it did say "Thank's" at the end of it.
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President Tells of C. C.'s Standing For Admissions

(Continued from Page 1, Column 2)

and increasing the number of admissions by certificates,” President Blunt said. “We take pride in our pioneers.”

“You may be interested in one other point. Four of the great universities assembled for preliminary examinations for scholarships and a number of others were asked to join them. We accepted and picked nineteen of a large number of applicants for the Robinson scholarships, asking them to take special, brief psychological and achievement tests.”

“We hope to have even better Robinson scholarship antecedents because of this procedure.”

Peace Crusade Being Formed

The Emergency Peace Campaign is forming a peace crusade the purpose of which is to: Organize a group of 20 to 25 young peace workers to initiate a peace crusade through Europe, by which, by promoting international understanding and cooperation, will strengthen the world peace movement and further the training of each crusader.

Program: Sail from New York about June 22 returning about Aug 25. The plans are to tour England, Denmark and France.

Cost: $290.00 for those under 25 and $300.00 for those 25 or over. This should cover all expenses from New York and back. A down payment of $80.00 should be sent in for reservation as soon as arrangements are completed. Details and application form can be obtained from the National Student Federation offices, 8 West 40th Street, New York City.

Cases of blindness due to mustard gas poisoning during the war are continuing to appear in England. St. Dunstan’s has admitted 14 cases most of whom have gone blind suddenly—twenty years after the gasings.

calls. General Know-it-all, you are to report for night duty at the switchboard. You have orders to report to me if anything out of the ordinary comes in over the wires. I'll be in my room gazing if you want me. Good night.”

COLLEGE SENIORS—Have You Chosen A Career? College graduates who have not found employment are invited to write the Director of the Career Information Service of the State Department of Agriculture, Hartford and Mr. John J. Egan, Secretary-Treasurer of Connecticut State Federation of Labor, Students and faculty are cordially invited to attend.

New London Forum Holds Open Meeting

There will be a meeting of the officers of New London Community Forum in Bulkeley High School Auditorium, at 8 o'clock May 5. Subject will be “Is Unionsism Helping Recovery?” The three speakers will be Mr. Edmund H. Davis of the Norwich Manufacturing Company in Waterbury; Mrs. Loraine Egan, Director of the Consumers Information Service of the State Department of Agriculture, Hartford and Mr. John J. Egan, Secretary-Treasurer of Connecticut State Federation of Labor. Students and faculty are cordially invited to attend.

Vote Thursday

Annual Open House Wins Wide Acclaim For Science Groups

(Continued from Page 1, Column 1)

“Trusty.” This story was told by the well-known speaker of the weather chemists. A chemistry project was presented to demonstrate the value of weather chemistry.

The botany department showed the practical uses of the various plants. There was also a demonstration on growth of hormones. A flower show was sponsored by the botany group. A formal garden with a statue as its focal point was the most striking feature. The contributions sent by Fellman and Clarke, the Pequot Florist and E. Johnson were appreciated by the department.

The physics department exhibited crystals viewed in polarized light, the cosmic ray, fluorescence and the sputroscope, as well as many other exhibits.

The home economics department presented health education material and some of the services in kitchen arrangement.

The art course and the flower show were enjoyed by all those who attended; both visitors to the college and students found many things to interest them.
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Students Hear Campaign Talks

(Continued from Page 1, Column 5)

Connell. In addition to her being House President and Vice-President her freshman year, Ruth has been on the Mascot Committee for two years, President of Bradford, Secretary of Student Faculty Forum, a House Junior, and a member of Honor Court this year.

The nominees for Vice-President of Student Government are Marcela Brown and Betty Fairbank. Frances Walker, speaking for Marcela, pointed out that she was President of her house Freshman year, chairman of publicity, a member of Religious Council her second year. At present she is President of Mary Harkness house.

Dorothy Whipple showed where Betty Fairbank has been most active at college. She has been Vice-President of the Junior Class, a House Junior, member of Mascot Committee, and chairman of Junior Banquet. During the second half of her Freshman year she was treasurer of the class, and in the next class, secretary. She has also been Vice-President of Music Club.

Elisabeth Fessenden is the only candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives, while Betty Anderson was the sole competitor for the office of President of the Athletic Association. Jane de Ollivières expresses Issa of her Freshman year she was treasurer, Chairman of the Junior Prom, and President of Music Club. Higher wages.

Alda Idle competitor Government. The failure of refusal of the Italian "volunteers" to fight, widespread dissatisfaction and actual revolt in the rebel ranks are the causes.

The Spanish war seems to have taken a decisive turn in favor of the Government. The failure or refusal of the Italian "volunteers" to fight, widespread dissatisfaction and actual revolt in the rebel ranks are the causes. By unanimous consent the find reports that any attempt to subvert the private companies to surrender in the world's share of suspicion is by nationalizing it.

The committee shows how helpless the government was during the war when the copper, steel and Dupont interests refused to produce until granted the profits they demanded. This was neither open nor advertised so that public opinion could be brought to bear to stop it as in the case of strikes by labor for higher wages.

Of course, the doors met on either HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE or NEUMANN'S "Continental," these express services founded in 1847 and 1857 in the charming Hanseatic cities of Hamburg and Bremen. Lots of athletics, Greek Letter fraternities and romances have had this shipboard origin during the past 80 and 90 years.

For these lines set the pace of luxury-speed which leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen ship" ••••••

For these lines set the pace of luxury-speed which leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen set the pace of luxury-speed which leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen the ultra modern way •••••

Dominic Maria Robert of the Borden Company insists that huge part of the present army appropriation is being wasted. It is his opinion that the men who rule the war department are pouring out hundreds of millions either to prepare for a war of aggression overseas or, what is perhaps worse, simply because they have fallen into the habit of spending money for certain purposes and go on automatically demanding more money from succeeding congresses without ever troubling to ask whether the money is actually needed or not. Most of it, this experienced armament specialist, is not.

There is no issue between present and preparatory expenses involved in this book. This is a nude study of the worth of the projects for which the very large and important air forces say that they need to spoil one billion dollars for next year. These departments are determining our defense policy in terms of the last war. The taxpayer is invited to ask—What are the nations fighting for? What expenses we're expected to do? It this he was to do it. ••••••

The nominees for President of the House Junior, member of Mascot Committee, and chairman of Junior Banquet.
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Correct Answers

1. Anna Soukop '40: "Cahell—would that be it? It's a good guess anyway."
Correct: Those of Winston Churchill, which includes The Celebrity, Richard Carvel, The Crisis, Coniston, Mr. Crease's Career, etc.

2. Marjorie Mintz '38: "My knowledge of opera! Hey Flo, she doesn't know, I don't know.
Correct: La Dame aux Camelias, by Alexandre Dumas, 1845-1885.

3. Doris Bacon '38: "Oh are they? Well all I know is that the word in French means vegetable.
Correct: They act as a fertilizer by adding nitrogen to the soil.

4. Esther Turner '38: Sounds like the name of a chocolate—then it seems as though I met him in history—or maybe English.
Correct: From the official stamp of purity put on gold and silver articles at Goldsmith's Hall, London.

5. Glovette Beckwith-Ewell '37: "I don't know any artists... Why don't you ask me the Bible one?"

Correct: The Gideon Society.

7. Natalie Klivans '40: "Have you got a minute—I should offer you some candy—It was some English poet, he probably had a broken heart.

8. Beryl Campbell '38: "What was he doing in his pajamas? I have no idea.
Correct: Paul Deschanel (1855-1922).

9. Laetia Pollock '40: "Oh, I know that A Barber of Seville—Is this finished you know right answer."
Correct: The Barber of Seville.

10. Hon. Myers '39: "F.R.G.S.—I'm afraid I have to give in."
Correct: Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society.

Correct: Rene Descartes (1596-1650).

12. Ellen Murray '38: "I wouldn't know... I haven't been around when there were earthquakes... before my day I guess.
Correct: Seismograph.

13. Pheohe Dihhs '37: "A stamp collector, I hope."
Correct: A collector of postage stamps.

14c. Jean Franz '39: "I never heard of the thing in all my life! Trust me to get something like this! You got me... never heard of it.
Correct: In Central Asia.

15. Janet Brown '40: "What's that again?... I guess it lowers the boiling point.
Correct: Water boils at lower temperatures, due to the decrease in atmospheric pressure.

M. Andre Philip
Explains French Foreign Policy
(Continued from Page 2, Column 1)

...men like 'em
...women like 'em

In the Big Town, you see lots of empty packages. That means that pack after pack of refreshingly mild, good tasting Chesterfields have satisfied hundreds...maybe thousands.

Way out in Goose Creek Junction, you meet up with men who tell you that Chesterfields are milder...you see ladies who tell you how good they taste and what a pleasing aroma they have.